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The Teaching Men project investigates masculinity, narrative and teaching by considering one central question; *(How) are male teachers influenced by fictional narratives in the construction of masculinities within education?* The exploration of this question is executed using three distinct yet corresponding research activities. Firstly by developing a methodological system of narrative analysis that is able to account for the influence of a fictional text alongside a reading of interview data. Secondly by focusing on a specific cohort of male teachers in order to measure the influence of a fictional text, illustrating possibilities of how masculinity can be enacted within education. Finally by assessing how the narrative nature of critical reflective practice enables the integration of fictional texts, and the literary tropes they contain, both widening and restricting perceptions of teachers and teaching. The work of the project demonstrates how fictional narratives and their encompassing ideologies can become a powerful force in the shaping of our professional identities, in this case as male teachers.

The Teaching Men project has two parallel research streams. The first stream focuses on a collection of 22 fictional narratives drawn from the teacher text genre. Each text describes the world of teachers and teaching from differing perspectives, in differing forms including, literary texts; dramatic works such as plays or musicals; feature films; and television and radio series. The teacher text genre is both popular and prolific; therefore three key criteria have been established to determine inclusion within the project. Firstly the text must centre on the story of a teacher not a student; secondly, teaching has been defined in a literal manner as a paid occupation operating within an institutional setting; and finally the project considers how masculine traits or positions might be utilized or strategically enacted by women in fictional texts. Through a thematic and Ricoeurian narrative analysis of the 22 fictional texts a taxonomy has been generated describing four consistent tropes that reoccur regularly across the genre namely: *The Redemptive Hero; The Transformative Intellectual; The Static Vocational;* and *The Rugged Individualist.* This taxonomy is utilised as a method of ordering both the fictional texts as well as investigating and understanding patterns within the interview narratives.
The second research stream focuses on a group of male teachers, based in Australia and the UK working within TAFE/FE environments. Within this group each member had recently been required to give up professional identities such as chef, gas fitter and carpenter and instead devise ways of becoming male teachers. The project charts the analysis of complex biographical narratives captured in interviews with this group of teacher in South London in December 2011; and Brisbane Australia 2012. As part of the analysis the Teaching Men project pilots an innovative methodological process which aims to manage the structural and textual differences between fictional texts and interview data in an effort to find points of commonality and influence across both. This methodology is derived from Paul Ricoeur’s conceptualisation of narrated time and three-fold mimesis in conjunction with Deleuze and Guattari’s notion of event and concept. It is by using both of these theories, transposed into a methodology, that enables an interpretation of interview data alongside the fictional texts and related tropes.

The Teaching Men project uncovers how teaching professionals utilise tropes and permissions found in fictional texts in chaotic and unstructured ways to manage points of professional intensity as they arise. Key features such as legacy, fear, belonging, reparation and violence are identified as themes that occupy male teachers when considering their identity and professional performance. Each of these key features is also represented in the fictional teacher text canon and therefore within the taxonomy generated as part of the project. Within the analysis of the interview data it is therefore possible to suggest where and how teachers are using tropes that have originated within fictional narratives, to manage the story of their own workplace.

Through this enhanced consideration of masculinity and teaching, the Teaching Men project can offer two key points of guidance for the profession. Firstly to encourage an acknowledgement of the influence of fictional tropes within teacher education and specifically in relation to the use of critical reflection. Secondly to encourage male teachers both pre-service as well as those who are established professionals to explore how they perform masculinities within their work place, how in fact they are becoming teaching men.
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